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The Oölogist 1890
The Musical Times 1869
News Narratives and News Framing Karen S. Johnson-Cartee 2005 News Narratives and News Framing is a revealing look at how the media's construction of news affects our political,
economic, and social realities. In this introduction to the theory behind news framing, Karen Johnson-Cartee pulls together elements from communication, journalism, politics, and sociology to
create a picture of how news forms these realities for the public. With its comprehensive reference section and suggestions on how to influence the news agenda, this is a beneficial resource for
students in political communication, media criticism, and communication theory. Visit our website for sample chapters!
American Photography 1914
Islam at the Crossroads Ibrahim M. Abu-Rabi' 2003-04-09 Sheds light on one of the most important religious thinkers in the modern Muslim world.
King's American Dispensatory John King 1909
Youth's Companion 1896
American Memoranda James Lumsden (of Aberdeen.) 1844
Water-cure Journal 1863
The Young Ladies'Vocal Class-Book, for the use of female seminaries and music classes, etc George James Webb 1853
Paradoxes of Prosperity Lorman A. Ratner 2010-10-01 In the midst of the United States' immense economic growth in the 1850s, Americans worried about whether the booming agricultural,
industrial, and commercial expansion came at the price of cherished American values such as honesty, hard work, and dedication to the common good. Was the nation becoming greedy, selfish,
vulgar, and cruel? Was there such a thing as too much prosperity? At the same time, the United States felt the influence of the rise of popular mass-circulation newspapers and magazines and
the surge in American book publishing. Concern over living correctly as well as prosperously was commonly discussed by leading authors and journalists, who were now writing for everexpanding regional and national audiences. Women became more important as authors and editors, giving advice and building huge markets for women readers, with the magazine Godey's
Lady's Book and with e expressing women's views about the troubled state of society. Best-selling male writers--including novelist George Lippard, historian George Bancroft, and travel writer
Bayard Taylor--were among those adding their voices to concerns about prosperity and morality and about America's place in the world. Writers and publishers discovered that a high moral tone
could be exceedingly good for business. The authors of this book examine how popular writers and widely read newspapers, magazines, and books expressed social tensions between
prosperity and morality. This study draws on that nationwide conversation through leading mass media, including circulation-leading newspapers, the New York Herald and the New York
Tribune, plus prominent newspapers from the South and West, the Richmond Enquirer and the Cincinnati Enquirer. Best-selling magazines aimed at middle-class tastes, Harper's Magazine and
the Southern Literary Messenger, added their voices, as did two leading business magazines.
The Musical Times and Singing-class Circular 1869
King's American dispensatory v. 1 John King 1909
From Staircase to Stage Raekwon 2021-11-30 Legendary wordsmith Raekwon the Chef opens up about his journey from the staircases of Park Hill in Staten Island to sold-out stadiums around
the world with Wu-Tang Clan in this revealing memoir—perfect for fans of The Autobiography of Gucci Mane and Hustle Harder, Hustle Smarter. There are rappers who everyone loves and there
are rappers who every rapper loves, and Corey Woods, a.k.a. Raekwon the Chef, is one of the few who is both. His versatile flow, natural storytelling, and evocative imagery have inspired
legions of fans and a new generation of rappers. Raekwon is one of the founding members of Wu-Tang Clan, and his voice and cadence are synonymous with the sound that has made the
group iconic since 1991. Now, for the first time, Raekwon tells his whole story, from struggling through poverty in order to make ends meet to turning a hobby into a legacy. The Wu-Tang tale is
dense, complex, and full of drama, and here nothing is off-limits: the group’s origins, secrets behind songs like “C.R.E.A.M.” and “Protect Ya Neck,” and what it took to be one of the first hip-hop
groups to go from the underground to the mainstream. Raekwon also delves deep into the making of his meticulous solo albums—particularly the classic Only Built 4 Cuban Linx—and talks
about how spirituality and fatherhood continue to inspire his unstoppable creative process. A celebration of perseverance and the power of music, From Staircase to Stage is a master
storyteller’s lifelong journey to stay true to himself and his roots.
Harper's Magazine 2000-09 Important American periodical dating back to 1850.
American Image Martin W. Sandler 1989 American Image captures the nation's experience through one hundred fifty years of photography by anonymous amateurs and celebrated masters.
The Oxford History of Popular Print Culture Christine Bold 2011 Planned nine-volume series devoted to the exploration of popular print culture in English from the beginning of the sixteenth
century to the present.
Herald of Gospel Liberty Elias Smith 1915
Every Chart Topper Tells a Story Sharon Davis 2012-01-06 The seventies witnessed great changes not only in dress style but also in music. The psychedelia of the late sixties had mutated into
glam rock by the early seventies, while the latter half of the decade is best remembered for the punk and disco explosions which gripped both Britain and America. The number-one singles of the
decade are recalled in Every Chart Topper Tells a Story: The Seventies, from artists as diverse as Gary Glitter, David Bowie, Jimi Hendrix, Diana Ross, The Bee Gees, T-Rex, Commodores,
Donny Osmond, The Three Degrees and Abba. It is the ideal volume both for those wanting a trip down memory lane and for serious music connoisseurs.
Elvis As We Knew Him Jennifer Harrison 2003-12-01 You are invited to take a journey, along with the author, to her hometown in the American South, a unique culture of relative safety within a
sheltered small town in the mid-twentieth century. You will discover a time when sorority girls were virgins, baton twirlers mattered, and Elvis Presley's hips were the wildest thing on the block.
Against the backdrop of groundbreaking musical environments from Memphis, Tennessee to the Mississippi Delta, you will share stories that follow Elvis and his rise to fame through the eyes of
his Graceland neighbors in the small suburb of Whitehaven. The author's mother, a young girl who was as much a celebrity in this small town as Elvis, reveals never-before-shared photographs
and stories that chronicle a town, an extraordinary man, and a time forever lost to history, each on the brink of explosion and change.
The Uniform Trade List Annual 1873 With alphabetical indexes of firms and trade specialties.
American Agriculturist 1865
Razama-Snaz! Robert Lawson 2016-08-25 Razama-Snaz! The Listeners' Guide To Nazareth presents an in depth look at every song, every album by this legendary Scottish hard rock
institution. We also dig into TV appearances, radio broadcasts and even bootleg recordings to further explore the bands prolific history. Extra insight is provided by some of the worlds most
dedicated fans who share first hand accounts of some of their favourite in-concert moments. So welcome to the long and winding road that is the voluminous output of Scotland's finest hard rock
heroes, Nazareth.
Sounds American Ann Ostendorf 2011 Sounds American provides new perspectives on the relationship between nationalism and cultural production by examining how Americans grappled with
musical diversity in the early national and antebellum eras. During this period a resounding call to create a distinctively American music culture emerged as a way to bind together the varied,
changing, and uncertain components of the new nation. This played out with particular intensity in the lower Mississippi River valley, and New Orleans especially. Ann Ostendorf argues that this
region, often considered an exception to the nation—with its distance from the center of power, its non-British colonial past, and its varied population—actually shared characteristics of many
other places eventually incorporated into the country, thus making it a useful case study for the creation of American culture. Ostendorf conjures the territory's phenomenally diverse “music
ways” including grand operas and balls, performances by church choirs and militia bands, and itinerant violin instructors. Music was often associated with “foreigners,” in particular Germans,
French, Irish, and Africans. For these outsiders, music helped preserve collective identity. But for critics concerned with developing a national culture, this multitude of influences presented a
dilemma that led to an obsessive categorization of music with racial, ethnic, or national markers. Ultimately, the shared experience of categorizing difference and consuming this music became a
unifying national phenomenon. Experiencing the unknown became a shared part of the American experience.
The Soundtrack Album Paul N. Reinsch 2020-02-28 The Soundtrack Album: Listening to Media offers the first sustained exploration of the soundtrack album as a distinctive form of media.
Soundtrack albums have been part of our media and musical landscape for decades, enduring across formats from vinyl and 8-tracks to streaming playlists. This book makes the case that
soundtrack albums are more than promotional tools for films, television shows, or video games— they are complex media texts that reward a detailed analysis. The collection’s contributors
explore a diverse range of soundtrack albums, from Super Fly to Stranger Things, revealing how these albums change our understanding of the music and film industries and the audio-visual
relationships that drive them. An excellent resource for students of Music, Media Studies, and Film/Screen Media courses, The Soundtrack Album offers interdisciplinary perspectives and opens
new areas for exploration in music and media studies.
The American Printer 1914
The World of Antebellum America: A Daily Life Encyclopedia [2 volumes] Alexandra Kindell 2018-09-20 This set provides insight into the lives of ordinary Americans free and enslaved, in farms
and cities, in the North and the South, who lived during the years of 1815 to 1860. • Provides intimate details about the personal lives of Americans during the Antebellum Era • Demonstrates the
diversity of the American experience in the years before the Civil War • Makes clear how hard Americans worked to build their lives while still participating in the democratic process • Explores
how Americans dealt with the daily demands of life as national and regional issues created insecurity and instability • Includes 40 primary source documents with detailed introductions to realize
Antebellum America
From Pity to Pride Hannah Joyner 2004 The antebellum South’s economic dependence on slavery engendered a rigid social order in which a small number of privileged white men dominated
African Americans, poor whites, women, and many people with disabilities. From Pity to Pride examines the experiences of a group of wealthy young men raised in the old South who also would
have ruled over this closely regimented world had they not been deaf. Instead, the promise of status was gone, replaced by pity, as described by one deaf scion, “I sometimes fancy some people
to treat me as they would a child to whom they were kind.” In this unique and fascinating history, Hannah Joyner depicts in striking detail the circumstances of these so-called victims of a terrible
“misfortune.” Joyner makes clear that Deaf people in the North also endured prejudice. She also explains how the cultural rhetoric of paternalism and dependency in the South codified a
stringent system of oppression and hierarchy that left little room for self-determination for Deaf southerners. From Pity to Pride reveals how some of these elite Deaf people rejected their family’s
and society’s belief that being deaf was a permanent liability. Rather, they viewed themselves as competent and complete. As they came to adulthood, they joined together with other Deaf
Americans, both southern and northern, to form communities of understanding, self-worth, and independence.
Etude Music Magazine Theodore Presser 1903 Includes music.
The Circle of Knowledge Henry Woldmar Ruoff 1919
Popular Science Monthly 1920
American Printer and Bookmaker

1914
The Etude 1900
The Etude Music Magazine 1922
The New York Times Book Reviews 2000 New York Times Staff 2001 This anthology examines Love's Labours Lost from a variety of perspectives and through a wide range of materials.
Selections discuss the play in terms of historical context, dating, and sources; character analysis; comic elements and verbal conceits; evidence of authorship; performance analysis; and feminist
interpretations. Alongside theater reviews, production photographs, and critical commentary, the volume also includes essays written by practicing theater artists who have worked on the play.
An index by name, literary work, and concept rounds out this valuable resource.
Harper's 2010
Boys' Life 1926-07 Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of news, nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics,
and Scouting.
American Publishers' Circular and Literary Gazette 1857
Red Grooms Bartholomew F. Bland 2008 Red Grooms’ dazzling installation, was created as a working gift shop for the Hudson River Museum in 1979. After extensive conservation, this beloved
Westchester landmark has been reinstalled in its own gallery. The Bookstore incorporates many of the themes that run through Grooms’ best work: the marriage of art and commerce, the clash
of high and low, colorful New York characters, and an inviting three-dimensional space that envelops and transports the viewer. The Bookstore deftly joins two favorite haunts of New York City
booklover – the lively, oldest secondhand bookshop in NYC, the Isaac Mendoza Book Company, and the Pierpont Morgan Library – into a work of art. In terms of materials, The Bookstore was
one of a limited number of pieces in which Grooms incorporated vinyl figures. The figures are painted from the inside, a technique inspired by medieval glass-painting techniques, and then are
stuffed and sewn.T ens of thousands of visitors passed through The Bookstore, and, embraced by its environment, it inevitably began to suffer ravages caused by its popularity. Plans were
developed to restore the work and Grooms enthusiastically approved the conservation efforts and changes, which include altering the position of the two entrances to fit new gallery space, the
creation of a central island that incorporated the original vinyl patrons, and the design of a painted floor. Grooms remains cautious of making too many changes to a piece that reflects a vision of
New York in the 1970s, already passing into history. “An artist can overwork a thing – you can ruin the delicacy of a past moment very easily ...I think it’s better to keep it like it was – primitive in
that way.”
Complete Catalogue of Sheet Music and Musical Works published by the Board of Music Trade, etc Board of Music Trade (UNITED STATES OF AMERICA) 1870
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